
GLOBAL EXPRESS®



THE GLOBAL EXPRESS.
YOUR ACCESS TO THE WORLD.



REIMAGINE YOUR EXPECTATIONS.
Your day begins with a morning meeting in your Manhattan office and 

ends with an evening client reception in London. The Global Express 

provides you the power and ability to travel virtually anywhere on 

your schedule. Experience limitless boundaries and arrive at your 

destination feeling rested and ready to take on the day with the luxury 

of handcrafted, artisan interiors and unique cabin amenities for a truly 

enjoyable flight. 

It’s about the details. As soon as you step inside this exceptional 

aircraft, you will see why it is known as one of the most luxurious 

business aircraft in the world. Flexjet created a revolutionary pricing 

structure around this exceptional aircraft that provides you with 

benefits that simply can’t be matched any place else. It’s time to begin 

your journey in the pursuit of perfection. With the Global Express 

joining our fleet for the first time, enjoy a new class of private jet travel. 

EXPERIENCE THE GLOBAL EXPRESS.



THE WORLD.
CLOSER TO YOU THAN REALIZED.



FROM HONG KONG TO LONDON.
Access the world one destination at a time on the Global Express. With 

unparalleled performance of 12-hour-plus* flight capabilities, your 

destinations are limitless. Travel essentially anywhere in an aircraft 

that was designed to amaze. Whether you are flying to an exotic 

getaway to relax or a business meeting in Dubai, the world becomes a 

bit smaller when you have the power of infinite possibilities. Enjoy the 

ability to fly wherever life takes you.

*Estimated trip times are subject to change based on 
the conditions and circumstances on day of travel. 

Flights lasting more than 12 hours in duration require an additional pilot and 
service attendant on board, restricting the aircraft to a maximum of 10 passengers. 

Additional restrictions may apply.

Tokyo to Los Angeles 10 HR  5 MIN

Teterboro to London 6 HRS  25 MIN

San Francisco to Buenos Aires 11 HRS  44 MIN

Chicago to Rome 8 HRS  52 MIN

Denver to Prague  9 HRS  40 MIN



UNIQUE. LUXURIOUS. EXCEPTIONAL.
INTERIORS DESIGNED FOR PERFECTION.



CRAFTED ELEGANCE. 
IMMACULATE DESIGN.
Every detail inside the Global Express was hand selected to ensure the 

utmost quality. From custom leathers to detailed stitching, specialized 

materials were designed to create truly impeccable, artisan interiors. 

Flexjet conceptualized different interior cabin themes like the “New 

York Apartment” and “Art Deco.” These interiors boast exciting, elegant 

aesthetics with one-of-a-kind finesse. 

We’ve spared no detail in capturing true beauty. Each interior theme 

includes unique pieces to complete a full experiential look and feel. 

One custom interior features crystal stemware that was mouth-blown 

and hand-cut in Ireland, creating a beautiful Flexjet exclusive design. 

Another interior embodies a contemporary theme with modern 

stemware imported from Germany. No detail was too small when 

crafting the Flexjet Global Express.
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GETTING YOU HOME.
IN LUXURY AND COMFORT.



TAILORED AMENITIES.
The Global Express was designed to provide functionality and comfort with designated areas for business and leisure. To keep 

your comfort uninterrupted, the front section of the aircraft features a partitioned crew rest area and lavatory. An additional fully 

enclosed lavatory is located in the back of the cabin. The spacious front galley boasts a full refreshment center, microwave and 

warming oven for your dining pleasure. Also featured is a full size liquor display with your beverage of choice easily available.

 

The main cabin offers a double club seating arrangement with individual table tops that can deploy. Behind the double club is a 

four-place conference table area that is perfect for hosting a meeting or enjoying an in-flight meal. As an industry first, our 

Global Express has a credenza that can easily transform into additional seating for added comfort while moving about the cabin. 

This section also boasts two 24 inch monitors and six speakers with stereo sound.

 

The next section is a traffic-free private stateroom with features to keep you entertained and at ease. Enjoy a 42 inch monitor and 

surround sound speaker system for the ultimate in-flight experience. Also, the comfortable divan can be converted into a bed. All 

cabin entertainment and environmental preferences can be controlled with the Honeywell Cabin Control iPad app. With a simple 

touch of a button, you can adjust cabin temperature, volume and many other features.  We put luxury at your fingertips, with one 

of the most comfortable and lavish cabins in private aviation.
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48’ 4”

8’ 2”1





CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT

48’4” x 8’2” x 6’3”

CABIN AMENITIES
Wi-Fi
Power Outlets
Telephone
Video Monitors
Airshow System
DVD Player
CD Stereo

MAJESTIC PERFORMANCE.
The Global Express is designed to support short-field capabilities, as well as a 12-hour-plus flight environment. Experience unparalleled 

performance with this exceptional aircraft. It sets the standard for long-range capabilities within its category. Passengers enjoy a spacious 

galley, dedicated crew rest area, generous main cabin and traffic-free private stateroom.

PASSENGER CAPACITY
12 PASSENGERS

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
185 ft3 (cubic feet)

SPEED AND RANGE
NORMAL CRUISE SPEED
561 mph

MAXIMUM OPERATING RANGE
6,885 statute-mile range

Headsets
Cabin Speakers
Microwave and Warming Oven
Refreshment Center
Fully-Enclosed Aft Lavatory
In-Flight Service Attendant
Surround Sound



Impeccable style. Unmatched service. You won’t just be flown, you’ll be moved.

800.FLEXJET  |  flexjet.com
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